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paper7 on angioneurotic oedema -and the familial aspect of
the disease; it further supports the view of asthma as
a toxaemia, for angioneurotic -oedema, notwithstanding its
name. is of toxic origin, and like asthma, is accompanied
by cosinophilia. (4) Goodall's. paper8 on serum-sickness
mentions 30 cases with urgent symptoms like bad asthma,
with 16 deaths; 22 occu.rred in astlhmatics-another proof,
not of a neurosis, but of an error in metabolism.
But Brodie and Dixon's proofs ar- also irrefragable,

and would carry conviction to any one who had watched
the instantaneous diminution of rtle and signs of emphy-
sema after applying cocaine and suprarenal solution inside
the nose of an asthmliatic during a spasm.
One possible explanation of the action of adrenalin when

injected intravenously in asthma seems to have been over-
looked; it will go straight to the distressed right heart
and help it to contract. Adrenalin is a stimulant to the
synmpathetic, and wLould act on the cardiac ganglia.-
I ami, etc.,
Glasgow, Dec. 18th, 1911. JAMES ADAM.

7 Lancet, 1908, ii, p. 1316.
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SIR,-In his last courteous letter,9 Dr. Watson-Williams
asks -why I postulate that constriction of the radial con-
notes dilatation of the bronchial arteries. - I do not; btLt
his question clearly indicates the expediency, always felt
sooner or later in ally discussion whieh tends to be pro-
longed, of harkinig baclk and separating postulates from
facts. We are trying to discover whether bronchial spasm
or brolnchial vasomotor turgeseence constitutes the obstruc-
tion to respiration in asthma. The upholders of the spasm
tlheory postulate constriction by the circular muscles of
the tuLbes the upholders of the turgeseence theory
postulate dilation of the bronchial arteries. These tqwo are
the only postulates made on either side. So that if, as Dr.
Watson-Williams says, I amii postulating too much, then so
is he, and so also are all those who hold the theory of bron-
chial spasm-l. The constriction of the radial, indicating a
imore or less gen-eral pel-iplheral constriction of the systemic
arteries and arterioles, is not a postu-late. It is a clinical
observation, first mDade, so far as I know, by a strong
upholder of the bronchial spasm theory-namelv, Hyde
Salter '0-and frequently confirmed subsequently. Salter
showed that the smallness of the radial is coexistent, co-
extenisive, and coterminous with the dvspnoea; therefore,
for those who hold the vasonmotor theory, it would have all
these same relations with the postulated bronchial vaso-
dilation. Incidentally, it mlay be mentioned that the con-
traction of the radial lhas been measured.- Dr. William
Russell, working witlh the arteriometer, found the diameter
of this vessel to vary between 2.2 m. during the asthmatic
paroxysm, and 2.4 m. thereafter.'1
The observed peripheral vaso-constriction of astllma

accuLrately fits in with, materially aids, and all but finally
clinchles, tho vasomiiotor theory. For it explains (1) the
precipitationi of paroxysms by any condition associated
with peripheral vaso-constriction-for example, malaria, the
invasion stage of almost any continued fever, and external
cold, however applied; (2) the freedomii from asthma con-
ferred by any condition involving peripheral vaso-dilation,
for example, the therapeutic influence of numerous vaso-
dilative drugs, pyrexia of any kind, excluding the initial
vaso-constrictive stages, and exterral lheat, however applied;
(3) the two-fold influence of emotion; and (4) the well-
authenticated initer-relations of asthma with many other
paroxysmal affections-for example (to mention only a few
of those wlhich are best klnown), migraine, functional
angina. pectoris, periodic gastralgia, and, at any rate some,
c -ses of epilepsy, in all of which peripheral vaso-constriction
is a common factor, or, at least, a practically constant
phenomenoni.
On the other lhand, the peripheral vaso-constriction of

asthma hampers the advocates of the bronchial spasm
theory. It is true they have sought to explain it as
a result of the dyspnioea. Dr. Langdon Brown says:
" The fixation of the chest which occurs in the attack
mtust interfere with the diastolic filling of the heart, and
thus lead to a smuall pulse thi-ough diminished output
during systole." 12 Unfortunately for this view, it is easy

9 Ibid., Deceember 23rd, 1911, p. 1676.
10 Ot Asthma. 1868, 1)P. 72, 73.
11 Lancet, 1901, June 1st, 1i. 1522.
12 Physiological Principles in Treatmientt, 1908, p. 284.

to show by remedies-for example, external heat-which
dilate the periphery that the peripheral constriction, of
which the contracted radial is but an index, is an essential
factor in, not a resuLlt of, the paroxysm.

It is not easy to see lhow ligaturing of the pulmonary
veins bears on tlhe question of asthma. The experiment
would no doubt result in congestion, perhaps even oedema,
of the lungs, but hoow could it cause swelling of the
bronclhial mucosa ?
The ecry widespread tendency to assume that all con-

strictions and dilatations observed in the systemic arteries
arc of generqJ distribution is surely no more than a faulty
habit, for "countless and ceaseless variations are occurring
in all parts of the circulatory system" (Leonard Hill)."'--
I am, etc.,
Beckenhain, Dec. 23rd, 1911. FRANCIS HARE.

*3 Textbook of Physiology. E. A. Schafer, vol. ii, p)P. 81-2.

SIR,-Psychotherapy lhas its own particular argumLielnt
for entering into this controversy. The followiing is a
short case:
Mrs. -- had beeni a martyr for solne years to asthmla. Shle

had been in ani attack for three days and nights when she sent
for me. She declared she had "never closed her eyes" and
had eateni ilothlinig. She looked a pitiable object. I asked the
husband to remain in the bedroom, for-I wanted his wife to
rest awhile. I put the patient's head back as' far as her
strained sittinig posture would allow, resting it on heaped-up
pillows. I then reduced her to the -subliminal state, telling her
in this state that she would notice her breathing becominig
easier alnd slower, and that, she would fall inito a comfortable
sleep. I tllen left her, after observing the breathing becoming
easier immediately. I afterwards learnt that the breathing
had gradually become ordinary as she pa-i passuI slippe(d
furtlher into the fully recumbent posture, and that she had
slept for twelve lhours, only here and there a little. I'l phlegmy
cough " (listurbing, but rousing only once whein she asked for
a drink, falling back immediately after taking it into a com-
fortable sleep againi. This was eighteen months ago. She has
only had on-e tllreat of uneasy breatlhinig since, which I cleared
in a few minutes.

In various purely vasoimotor conditions treated by
psychotlherapy, both direct 'and indirect suggestion in the
suiblinmiinal state will usually be required, for example, in
blushing-tlhat the skin will feel cool while the mind will
be calm, and so on; and in vascular engorgements of any
kind--tlbat a sensationi of local and mental coolness and
local slhrinkilng will be felt. But in cases involving muis-
cular spasm, the mere- reduCing to the subliminal state
causes mtuscular relaxationi. The above case, as a type,
will serve to indicate that miiuscular bronchiolar contrac-
tion (beinig relieved at once by indirect subliminal sug-
gestion) is the chief factor in the creation of asthma.-
I anm, etc.,
Londonl, Vs'., JTan. 2nid. HAYDN BrtOwzN.

PROGNOSIS IN PAROXYSMAL TACHYCARDIA.
SIX,-T11C case of paroxysmal tachycardia related by

Dr. R. 0. Moon in thle JOURNAL of December 23rd, 1911, is
very interesting, and I think he is probably right in con-
sidering that the association of the condition witlh a large
patent foraiiien ovale was purely accidental. I do not feel
so confident that " sudlden death is distinctly rare " in these
cases. One of the earliest physicians to draw eareful
attention to these cases was, I believe, that wonderful
observer, the late Dr. J. S. Bristowe, of St. Thomas's
Hospital; alnd, in case Dr. Moon hias niot read the account
of Dr. Bristowe's cases, I should like to refer hiim to hiis
work, Clinical Lecturses and Esrays on Diseases of te
Nervous Systemt., published in 1888. In Chap. VII, "On
Recurrent Palpitation of Extreme Rapidity in Persons
otherwise Apparently Healthy," there are the notes of ten
cases, with gelneral remarks and interesting observations,
and some of these proved rapidly, and one suddenly, fatal.
In recent years I had a case of this kind under my care-
an old lady who ultimately died with signs of contracted
granular kidney; although there was no evidence of this
disease when the attacks first appeared some four-or five
years before deatlh. The abrupt termination of the
paroxysmns, referred to by Dr. Moon, was a marked feature
in this case, and digestive troubles appeared to be the
exciting cause of some of the attacks. I am, etc.,
London, N.W., Dec. 25th, 1911. H. J. MACEVOY, I.D.
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